LOGISTICS FONS ENTERPRISE
A modern information system covering all aspects of medication, material and services logistics from the
receipt of commodities in the warehouse to dispensing as required. Allows medication to be dispensed with
records to a specific patient in the hospital information system.

SOLUTION COVERS
Central stores, i.e. stocks of medicaments (hospital pharmacy), medical supplies (medical material store)
and general material and services (materials and technology, maintenance, …).
Handy stores of medicaments, medical supplies and other material in hospital wards.

BENEFITS FOR USERS
Unified user and technological environment, simplifies the process of ordering different commodities
(medicaments, medical supplies, general material, services).
Integration with HIS FONS Enterprise. User-friendly environment, uniform Microsoft platform.
Information can also be sought from historical data on commodities (goods, medicaments, medical devices, etc.) that have passed through the store, due to detailed batch and price branch records from receipt
through, for example, to when a medicament is dispensed to the patient.
Easy to generate statistics on the basis of structured data records; obtaining the necessary information
about costs, for example, is a simple process.
Logging – records show who they were made or edited by and when.
If necessary, configurable printouts may be modified to suit the needs of a particular workplace – printout
variability.
Records are assigned a barcode – enabling use of a barcode reader.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLUTION
The entire logistics system is integrated with the FONS Enterprise hospital information system (may also run
outside the hospital information system).
One important feature of Logistics is the openness of the system, which assures the maximum yield of collected data.
The system is very flexible when customising printouts.
As it is integrated with the FONS Enterprise HIS, Logistics can administer users using the Active Directory
service, which authenticates users and synchronises them with this service.
Supplies of material (medical and general), medicaments and services to the ward
The necessary commodities are ordered from the central stores (medical materials store, technology store,
hospital pharmacy, …) using a requisition form. Requisition forms must be approved by an authorised member of staff. Commodities are supplied from the central stores on the basis of these requisition forms.
Requisition forms are comprehensive for the facility as a whole and constitute a uniform user and technological environment and simplify the process of ordering individual commodities! The product may be expanded
to include a module for web requisitions and a multi-stage approval process.
Stores in wards and dispensing for use
Commodities are re-stored in the ward stores (placed into stock after being checked). In the ward stores
there is always an up-do-date overview of stocks (quantities, prices, expiry dates,…). If a commodity in stock
becomes spoiled (or passes its expiry date), it is accounted for in the losses of the store cost centre. Goods
are dispensed for use when they are taken from the store. The ward stores are essential for recording medicaments administered to patients.
The system for recording medicaments administered to patients allows the transparent tracing of medicaments from the supplier right through to the patient!

Fig. Connection of stores with other subsystems (remains)

Central material warehouse – medical, general
Material is prepared for the ward based on requisitions (the store configuration enables FIFO dispensing and
dispensing by selecting a specific batch). The dispensing method can be set for each material.
1) Dispensing by re-storage to the ward handy store (preconfigured) = stock records at ward handy store.
2) Dispensing directly to ward consumption (cost centre) from the central store – material is then no longer
recorded at the ward handy store!
Orders for external suppliers are created based on ward requirements and current needs. Orders of material
for external suppliers may be sent by email (supplier permitting), saved as a chart in MS Excel format (to be
sent on by fax, for example) or printed out as a template with the necessary specifics.
Receipt of material from external suppliers involves the preparation of the delivery slip based on an order,
reading an electronic delivery slip or manual receipt. Receipt records show the supplier’s invoice number
for further processing. Goods
are reclaimed/returned to the
supplier on the basis of delivery slips.
In the ward stores there is always an up-do-date overview
of stocks (quantities, prices,
expiry dates,…). If material
in stock becomes spoiled (or
passes its expiry date), it is accounted for in the losses of the
store cost centre.

Fig. Basic working window
Central medicaments store (Hospital pharmacy)
Medicaments are prepared for the ward based on requisitions (the store configuration enables FIFO dispensing (materials must be stored according to FIFO, with batches inspected) and dispensing by selecting a specific
batch). The dispensing method can be set for each type of goods (as it can for material).
1) Dispensing by re-storage to the ward handy store (preconfigured) = stock records at ward handy store.
2) Dispensing directly to ward consumption (cost centre) from the central store – medicaments are then no
longer recorded at the ward handy store!
The system supports the preparation of medicaments made on an individual basis in the hospital pharmacy
according to pre-defined formulas or written off directly from stock. The preparation is logged in a form to which
services may be allocated (taxa laborum).

Criterion

Description

Safety of medication Handy ward stores serve as records of medication administered
administration
to identified patient
Information
Money

Consumption sets based on pre-defined criteria, overviews of
stocks
Tracking consumption costs in handy stores in real time.
Efficient store management = saves money

Effect

Orders of medicaments for external suppliers, receipt of medicaments from external suppliers, claims/returns
of medicaments to suppliers and dispenses to losses are executed using the same system described for the
central materials store.
Inventory
The system supports the electronic creation of inventory. It provides the source documents for the inventory
and on the basis of physical stock levels updates the store status and logs any changes.

Fig. Store document - Dispensing
Deadline
Supports the monthly documents processing cycle. The deadline prevents any retrospective changes being
made for a specific store. If changes are needed, the deadline must be erased and re-entered. The deadline
data are used as the basis for accounting in the economic system.
External medical facility supplier
For healthcare facilities with no central warehouse (hospital pharmacies, medical supplies stores, …) there
is a module which, when supplies are received from an external supplier (pharmacy), transfers a unique
identifier into the system. This identifier must be entered upon receipt, e.g. by scanning an electronic delivery slip which includes a unique identifier. Unique identifiers in the form of a barcode may then be used to
automate processes (re-storage, release for use, returns to the pharmacy,… ).

RELATED PRODUCTS
FONS Enterprise Web Requisitions and Approval
FONS Enterprise Clear Patient Identification in HIS
FONS Enterprise Clinical HIS System
Medication Administration Records
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